ABOUT CIVIL SERVICES
An opportunity to serve people
and contribute in nation‐building

THE INTRODUCTION
• In general, by civil services in India, we mean recruitment
through Civil Services Examination conducted by the
UPSC/SPSC every year.
• This includes IAS, IPS, IRS, IFS and others.
• The top rankers generally get selected for IAS, IPS & IFS.
• They serve in different capacity from DM/SP to Secretary/Chief
Secretary and Cabinet Secretary.

THE BEGINNING OF CIVIL SERVICES IN INDIA
• In 1793 Lord Cornwallis established civils services in India,
hence he is known as the father of the British Indian civil
services.
• In 1853 for the first time merit system was introduced on the
recommendations of Macaulay Committee.
• Civil services came to be characterized as the “steel frame” by
Lloyd George of which ICS as most popular service.

THE ROLE OF CIVIL SERVICES IN BRITISH INDIA
• It played three main roles
- Law and order administration
- Revenue administration
- Judicial administration
• Purpose



It was to strengthen and consolidate the British
administration in India
Establish a strong empire
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THE CIVIL SERVICES POST INDEPENDENCE
•
•
•
•
•

The legacy of the British India civil services was continued
IAS replaced ICS
UPSC/SPSC were established for recruitment
CSE came to be the main examination for recruiting IAS/IPS
There are All India Services, Central Civil Services and State
Civil Services

THE ROLE OF CIVIL SERVICES POST‐
INDEPENDENCE
1.

Maintaining Law and Order, security, unity and integrity

2.

Nation‐building, brotherhood and nationhood

3.

Welfare and social justice

4.

Socio‐economic transformation

5.

Strengthening the foundation of democracy

6.

Promoting citizen‐centric administration

SIGNIFICANCE OF CIVIL SERVICES
• Sardar Patel remarked in 1947, “ if we want to have united
India, we must have All India Services”.
• He also remarked civil services as the “steel frame” of
India.
• It is one of the main pillar of India democracy
• It works selflessly for public‐causes and rises to
challenging occasions like presently COVID‐19.
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CONCLUSION
- Civil services India still enjoy a very good appeal in society.
- IAS is considered as the most prestigious service in terms of
power, status, aura and popularity.
- Civil services provide opportunity to young talented
candidates to fulfill their dream as service to nation
- Civil services provide opportunity to become an entrepreneur
at the very young age which in corporate sector is given at
40/50 years of age.
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